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. վୡԹࢳଵࢱծઊՍ

OECD DAC ܑಀ      

1)

. վୡ Թࢳ ඝஜծઊছ
ࠤۀޭيপծլ୪ছঃଲੰڔছֻঃଦథࡿܑಝճ଼
ۗ. পծਏୋ֝ॺঃඨଡଲ൞ۀՓੴ՚Թࢳܑঃ֝۩վୡԹ
ࢳ(ODA)1)ࠜߙہઉۗۀ૬֜ԧ֝ٛୡଞߦஹճ଼ۗ.
ֻ ܛੲ ࠤ ۀޭيOECD ฎ֝ଞߦছ ֻ ॺଭ Թࢳฎ(DAC)2) ԧଡ
* KOICAଭ લր୪ࠜ ෘ ۀր୨ছ ୁন ࣭ճଭ ২ ՚୍ࠜ ෛޮැச KOICA
ۜ֜ ౸Ԯॷ݁ࠦۗ.
** լ็۩֗ ࣑ୢࢂ۩ऀ֗, ֝୪࣑ࡿ۩ ऀୋ, ࣑ࢮॷ.
1) վୡ Թࢳ(official development assistance)ޯ ୨ऀ, ୀ఼ ݊ଭ վୡ ׆ւଲ Թܑ֝ଭ
լ୪Թࢳ ࢫ ࣫ஹଡ ࡧୡଞߦ ୪վ ۀఙւ(loans) ࡿ ۀށঃվ(grants)ࠜ ࠱ۗ. ֻ
নாଲ ઑෛୡ(concessional)ଲճ ୡઘܑ 25% ଲঃଲ ࡿঃ(grant element)ଞߦ ୪վܣઘઉ
ۗ. DAC Guiding Principles for Associated Financing and Tied and Partially Untied
Official Development Assistance (Adopted by the DAC on 24 April 1987)(ଲ "Guiding
Principles"), para.2.
2) Թࢳฎ(Development Assistance Committee) ۀᇡԹܑ֝ լ୪ߚॷડଡ ւୋۀ
OECD ॺଭ ฎଲۗ. DAC ۀ1960 ڂডࠩ ܤԹࢳֻࠄ(Development Assistance
Group: DAG)ଭ บଞߦ ෮୍ OECDଭ 22Թ ฎ֝ր ျ᳃ுෘฎ(European Commission)
ߦ֜নܣઘ଼ۗ. ছ࣊ߦۀIMF, IBRD, UNDP ݊ଭ֝୪֜׆ԧఞճ଼ճ, OECD ฎ
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ছ ߇ܭଞ, ֻ ۩ण DACԧ ֫ճճ ଼֝ ۀ୪լ୕ఝ(international
competitive bidding: ICB) Ԩ ण֜ুন (untied aid)ࠜ ค۩ ਓਏ׆
ߦ઼ۗ.3)
Թܑ֝۩վୡԹࢳۀ߇ԧ෴ߦෘ఼֜܁ۀୡଞߦ֝ۀ
ԧֻۀށଭହଡࢲଠுෘ׆ւ{ࠤޭيଭլ֝֝୪ߚۚ(KOICA)4)}ଲ
֝ැࢄۥୀ લଡվ්ׂॷۥୀ఼է֝ۀ୪ծઊଭ෴ਐଡ౫՚
ۗܤ. ߇ޭيۗઑඹߦ୫ൈॷۀށડծฏଡڕճծઊଡ఼է՚ܣ
ࢭۀ, Ԩஂծઊࢂছଭඝஜฃෂ૬নଲ۩ܣܪճ଼ۗ. ଲ֝ޭݗ୪ծઊଭ఼
էրւߛۗଣրԶଠࢂ୪ԧ୪ۗܤ׆.
վୡԹࢳࠜ֝୪ծઊܑ֝ԧԧॷۥୀଲ࢛ߦ ֝ԧࠜॷۥୀߦ
ۀծઊւ࣑ࠔ (“֝ԧծઊ࣑”) ࢫւߛָ࣑୨ଲୡۀܣԧ.
KOICAԧ୦ծઊଡ఼էۀլۀKOICAଭ ᇡᦚᐣᘫߚॷડւ
ۜࢫծઊָ୨ (“۩ࡿঃߚॷડָ୨”)րܛਏෘপಀଭୡଡࢲۀԧ.
վୡԹࢳծઊ଼ઘছܑվധୡଞߦୡۀܣଵࢱծઊՍଡߦݗඝ
ஜฃ଼්ۀԧ.
ଲ߇ଵࢱծઊՍଲ࣪ധՋઊւրणۗճ࣭ۗଲࠜୁন්ݡச
ଭැઉ්ॷාଠࡿણԧ. ଲլOECDଭDAC ܑಀ5)ଲ֝୪ୡଞߦ'
ᡑଭἐ'Զଠۇ׆ଡճ଼ۀԧ.6)

3)

4)

5)
6)

֝ଲছੰDACԧੴଠ֝ۀޭيଡ ण߬ੰଲਉ݁, ࡕਏಸ, ഉ೬, ԧ
ࠤ, ఼, ඔޯ݁݊7Թ֝ଲۗ. DACۀվୡԹࢳଭઑୡค۩ตଘฃࠜฎ֝ԩ
୨థ·׆ஜ۩୨րச૬ඹߦֻ۩֫ճࠜෘճ଼ۗ. ށրՋ۩Թܑ֝
ୀׁࠝ(తඑ)ւ୨࣪ࠜுճ, ଲࠜഠ۩ߦฎ֝ԩଭंۡ׆ஜଡ୨ۗ.
DACଭச૬ଞߦ֝ࡿॷۀԹࢳߚ֝(DCD)ր7Թଭୢࢂਓࡿୁડࢱଲ଼ۗ. վਐଋॷଲ
ൈ<ۀhttp://www.oecd.org/dac/>.
֝ଠ2005ڂଭ‘ตրւ൞ࠤটચ’ ছࡣ֝ଞߦছ֝ࢄୀࢫલଭۜ
ళࠜվ֝݊୨֝ԧߦ୪ੴճ֝୪ఝଡਓਏܛ܁ۀఞැઉۗ. ෮୍
25% ࢠۜ ۀण֜ুন  णଘଡ 2015גڂ 75%(ౖथ֝·ճతࡿथ֝ ۩ঃଞߦۀ
90%) ஜଞߦغઘોࠤߦ׆ۗ.
֝֝୪ߚۚ(Korea International Cooperation Agency)ଠ 1991ڂ ডࠩܣઘ ࠤޭيଭ
۩ࡿঃߚॷડଡசւۀ֗ധঃऀॺଭ୨ऀౢ׆ւଲۗ. Թܑ֝ଭ୍ࠜ
ଞߦొࠤޭيଭট׆২ଡୢճ, Թܑ֝ଭ֗ଖ·ଭ߹ਏড, ෮ছฆܛ
֝ ۀٛ ࢢԩ఼ۚ , ැࣲॷۚ(Korea Overseas Volunteer: KOV) ൞ե, ැ ୍ٍ࣫֜
ॷડ ݊ଡୢԹճ଼ۗ.
Ԩச 1) ఞ. ᯛᐴଠ <http://www.oecd.org/dataoecd/10/8/31775636.pdf>, ऀߧ ୢࢂଡ
࣌લ ߧ઼ۗ.
ଲࠜഓվୡԹࢳծઊܑୋധଵָಀ(UCP)ଲي୨෴ՋՍଭැজւ֝୪
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. վୡ Թࢳծઊଭ ন
֝ԧԧଵࢺॷۥୀվୡԹࢳծઊଭլଵଦ֝ԧծઊ࣑ଲୡۗܤճ
଼࣮ۗ. ۗ, ࣑ܛଭୡ࣐ԧ“֝୪ఝଭ୨ऀۜծઊ”ଲ࢛ߦ(֝ԧ
ծઊ࣑୪2) ֝୪ఝ(international bidding)ଭੴՋي୨ऀԧౖஂଲ
ୀ(end-user)ԧੰۏԹܑ֝ଡվୡծઊଭլ֝ԧծઊ࣑ଲୡܣ
ੴۗۀճ଼࣮ۗ. ֝ԧծઊ࣑ছܑ֝୪ఝଭ୨ऀۜծઊ۩ැֈ
࣐ુࠜෛճ଼ۗ(࣑ܛ୪41ාۚছ).7) ֻ߇֝يԧુॺଡࢱ
 ۀՋଲճ ࣑ܛଲծઊଭ ࢺ࣑ଞߦଵࢱլ୕ଡಀଞߦ ճ ଼ଞ(࣑ܛ୪7
, ਏෘߡ୪10) ծઊր୨ଭറࡣন, վ୨নଡ૬֜ճ଼ઘୢୡଞߦࢼ୪ۗܤ
ճ࣮ઢۗۀեැ଼ܑۗ.8)
KOICAଭ۩ࡿঃߚॷડָ୨ଡ࣪ැ෮ছଭ֝୪ఝଠপऀٛଲ
׆يஜଡߦݗ୨଼්՚ճ଼ۗ.9) վୡԹࢳծઊଭլசߦԹܑ֝
ଡঃ۩ߦઑෛୡଞߦ(concessional basis)ଞߦՋԧଲ߿ઘճOECD ࠂրԶଠ
֝୪ָ࣐ଲୡۀܣনणઘ֝ԧծઊ࣑ଲ۩يࡿঃߚॷડָ୨ଲଵ
ࠔୡଞߦୡۗܤճැজۀՓଠյޯۗ.
ۗ, ֝୪ॷฎଭ࣪ඇୡָ࣐ଡ࠙ݗ۳ޭܑාਏၚଡճߙઉճ, ঃ۩
ࢺଲࠤޭيৃැࠜెقଡݡۀ୨ৃۥැࢼঃଡࢲੰઉ, ॷୡՋ
ଭনঃச֫୪(sovereign immunity)ࠜඑ׆ճ, ํծઊր୨଼ઘছۀ
ָಀ(INCOTERMS)ր Զଠ ֝୪ָ࣐ଲ ւୡଞߦ ധۗܤ. ֻ߇ۥ يํ ֜ুߚଡ Դۀ
Փଠ ੰۍ, ઘגيծઊ ଭॷۥୀଭଭԧ ଼ઘઉۗ.
7) ֝ԧծઊ࣑ ୪4 ୪1ාଠ ଲ ࣑ଭ ׁઁ׆ஜ ୡ࣐ࠜ GATT-Plus ࢺਐଞߦ ઽ ۀܣ୨ऀ
ۜ୨(Agreement on Government Procurement: GPA. ֝ଠ 1994.4.15 ԧ, 1997.1.1
ࢳต) ࢫଲֽՋ֝୪઼ָ࣐ߧܑ࠙ݗճ, ୨ऀۜ୨ָ୨ܤٛଞߦছ۩ധߡ
ߡଲ୨լۀଲ࣑ଭୡ۩ঃছ୪઼ۗ. ୪2ාছۀ୨ऀ׆ւଲ఼էࢄۀඨ·վ
ॷ·લծઊଭ࣐ࠜ୨ऀۜ୨ଭٛ۩ޭݗധߡߡଞߦ୨ۗճ઼܁ۀ, ଲޭݗ
ࠤޭيԧ ԧ୨ऀۜ୨ ଭՋ ୨ࢄඨ݊ଭۜ ւ֝ԧࠜ ॷۥୀߦۀ
ծઊւ࣑ࠔਏෘߡߢָ୨ , ୨ۜଡ֝ԧࠜॷۥୀߦۀծઊւ࣑ࠔ
ਏෘߡߢָ୨ ݊ଲਏෘܣճ଼ۗ. 2002ڂ9ଁ‘ޭيୋഉ’ଭୢୀۜଡਏෘலଣ
୨ऀۜ ւߛָ࣑ԧଵ୪ํ ୨ण଼ۗࢭܤ.
8) ਓ୪ߦਏෘߡ୪10ଲছָ୨ۀլ୕ఝଭࢺ࣑ଠֻ۩ߦ࠙ݗۀੴ۳ޭܑண්ෂ૬ԧ
଼ۗ.
9) ۩ࡿঃߚॷડւۜࢫծઊָ୨ ୪17(֝୪ఝࢫ෮ఝ)
֝୪ఝࢫ෮
ఝ ۩পऀٛଠ ߦݗ୨ۗ.
۩ࡿঃߚॷડւۜࢫծઊָ୨ਏෘপಀ ୪42(֝୪ఝࢫ෮ఝ) ָ୨୪17
ࠛݗఝଭࢺ࣑րୣఙ݊ଠ ֝୪ఝւ׆ஜ ࢫ ෮ఝւ׆ஜ ଡۗࠛݗ.
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֝ԧծઊ࣑ঃଭറࡣন, վ୨ন۩૬֜ԧணܣઘઉ්Փଲۗ.
ֻ߇࢛ߦKOICAԧச఼ԧܣઘ֜ুনଲઢ(ۀuntied) ֝୪ࢄඨ֜࠻ડࡿࠜ౫ׂ
්ݡۀଭਏෘপಀছହۀՓళߋુಟ۩ ण֜ুন֝୪ࢄඨ֜࠻
ւ׆ஜ րԶଠָ୨ଭ෴ࠜ౫ܥՓଲۗ.

. վୡ Թࢳ ଵࢱծઊՍ
1. ଵࢱծઊՍଭ ଭଭ
ছॼආ࣭Փళߋ վୡԹࢳࠜਓਏ଼ઘছԧଲ݁ޭଭ෴ߦ
ण֜ুন ֝୪ࢄඨ֜࠻ ւ ׆ஜ ଡ ݅ճ ֻ  ޭݗඝஜծઊছ ݅ઘԫ
ଵࢱծઊՍଡ ୁনැ࣮  ଼ۗ. ֻߐۗ ଵࢱծઊՍࡿ ۀਈ ාଡ ٶଡ
଼ۀԧ.
ଵࢱծઊՍ(general conditions of contract)ଲޯծઊଭଲෘࢫକւࠤෂ
૬ॷාଡָ୨ාଡ࠱ۗ. ծઊଭஂࠑيٛଡऄࢂճઘھծઊছ
يվധୡଞߦ݅ઘԧۀා݅ଲۗ. ଵࢱୡଞߦଵࢱծઊՍଠঃ۩ঃছ୪
ߦ࢛ܣํ‘࣪ଵ߇රߑଲൈ’(boiler plate)ޭճܑଵಠ, վୡୀׁଲࢱܣ
ۀ୨ऀۜծઊছۀւߛਓ୨ָ࣑୨ޭݗଵࢱծઊՍଡண૬ਏճ଼ۗ.
ુಟ۩ඨா࣪ஹ, ծઊଭऄଲෘ, ఼ঃׁ, ऄԧාߚ, ஜՋ࣑, ண୍ා݊ଲଲ
ැۗۥ. ށଵࢱծઊՍଠॷۥୀୀ౿ଭಀ, ֝୪Ջւෘଭౠ
ন଼՚଼්ઘઉۗ. ෂ૬լ֝ۀԧծઊ࣑ࢫւߛ࣑ߡଭָ୨
׆ಅଭഓࠤܪੲছଵऀକ࣪ාଡড୨ճଵࢱծઊՍଡঃ්ݡ
଼්ࠜࢺۀඇଞߦฆ଼්ܑଡՓଲۗ.

2. ଵࢱծઊՍ ۩ ָ୪
ଵࢱծઊՍଲޯ ଵࢺ ծઊॷۥୀԧ ଵࢺୡଞߦ ୨ ୪ੲ ୨෴ฃ·ඝஜฃ
ܣઘ଼ۀծઊՍଡ࠱ۗ. ‘࣪ധՋઊւ’ ‘ۀށઊւ’ଲޭճܑ, ঃ۩ࢺଲ
ֻઊւଡծઊٛଞߦࢲੰ݅ହଞߦਭծઊଲনࠩ՚ۗܤ.
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ઊւଠ۩߆ଞߦࢱ࣫ୡՋׁࠜۀଜ ࣪ ડ݊ஂॷॷۀડ
ୀԧծઊ఼էী૬ۀܣਏԩրߚڋଡୣԮճ۩߆ଞߦଲ߿ઘۀՋࠜঃ
পճധଵୡଞߦָଘ׆୪୨ۗ. ֻ߇߆۩يଞߦՋࠜॷۀડ
ୀԧֻՋঃଭْࠜऄվ୨ٛଭઊւଡୁনճঃ۩ࢺଲֻ
Ջࠜߙଲࠜࢲੰ݅ଲܑߧԳ૬଼්ଞ࢛ߦࠤޭيছ‘ۀՋଭ
վ୨ন’, ‘ীणୀ࣪’ࠜࡧୡଞߦઊւଭָ୪ւ࣑ࠔଡ୪୨઼ۗ(࣑ܛ୪1
). ֻࠤऄվ୨ઊւ۩ധ୪ۀෘ୨ୡଞߦ(ॷୢധ୪), ॷ࣑ୡଞߦ(ॷ
บധ୪) ෘۗ.
֝୪ୡࡿલ ׁଜ Ջ଼ઘছܑઊւଭෂ૬নଲ࠻ۗ. ֻࠤ
෮୍Ԩஂ֝୪ୡധଵઊւଲ֝୪Ջଭฆনฃ՚ଲࢭճ଼܁ۀ
ֻվ୨নଡۡ࣪׆ଠޭيԧۗୀԩ୨ଡࡄՋ(يԨஂැঃ
ාվઊ) ֝୪֜׆ԧணਕଲܣઘ(ુಟ۩֝୪ঃડฎଭীଭINCOTERMS, 
ୋധଵָಀ݊) ֝୪Ջധۀܣઊւଡ݅ઘॷճ଼ۗ.
ޭيԧۗࠛޭيઑෛୡՍଞߦׁଜଡվՋۀࠜيଲࠛ
ࢭծઊଭլܑॷ୨ଠܛଵۗ. णߧծઊଲޭ۳ޭܑծઊଲ
ঃઑ֝ॷۥଲଭଭէ୨ܣઘઉܑଵࢺ֝ॷۥଲծઊՍଡ୨
ծઊٛଞߦ՚ߦ࢛ܣվ୨নଲࢂ୪ܥ଼ۗ. ۗਏ࠱ැছଵࢱծઊՍ
ଡୁন֝ॷۥକࠤճ֝ଠऄଲଳଡࢲଡԧۇনଲ଼ۗ.
֝୪ୡԹࢳծઊছࢂ୪ԧۀܣՓଠۗଣրԶଠլ݅ଲۗ.
- վ֝ଭࢄඨଡ֜࠻ܑߧ૬֜ۀլ. ۗࠛլ୕ୡࢄඨଲ଼ଡݡ
ࠜ߇ֻۀധැࡿલՋԧմ(distortion)ܥ଼ۗ.
- վ֝ଲ්ࠜݡୀ֝ଭ׆ડଲ୪վۀছणਆଡଲܑߧ૬֜
ۀլ. ตଘଲݭઘீֻܑছणਆࠜଲ՚ۀՓଠ֝ଭլ
୪Թࢳࡧඝࠜܶࢭڕإଡ଼ճऀ୨րઉଡୋ଼්ܑۗ.
- Թࢳ ր୨ছ ఼էۜ ۀܣծઊ վ֝ଭ ׆ડଲ ఞ ۀլ.
ଲ ۀվ֝ଭ׆ડׁ࣪(subsidy)ଡׂۀตրࠜԧ୲ૈWTO ୨
ࢱۗ.
ଲԶଠվ୨Ջլ୕(fair trade competition)ଭಀࢱۀծઊଠ
ۜծઊఞ଼්ॷۀડୀଭୀգଡ୪࢛ߦ‘֜ুন’ վୡԹࢳ(Tied
Official Development Aid)ޭճऀࠛۗ. ଲ߇֜ুনۀധঃౢ(export
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credit)ր էऀܣઘෘ࢛ߦOECD ॺଭԹࢳฎ(DAC)ছۀଲԶ
ଠէ෴ࠜ୪ิׁଜ(Associated Financing)10)ଲޭނԶଲָଘճ଼ۗ.
णߧฎָ࣐֝݅ୡตߚଡԴճ଼ DACছֻۀฎ֝݅ଲ
Թܑ֝ ۩ վୡ Թࢳࠜ ් ޭݗ ݡઉ ් ಅଡ ܑಀ(Guiding
Principles)11)ଞߦ ୨ ֫ճճ ଼ۗ. DAC ۀ֝݅ ண ౖथ֝(Least
Developed Countries: LDC)րྡྷᶲᐘᗄၚ(Heavily Indebted Poor Countries: HIPC)
۩ۀୀׁଡࢲੰࢄඨࢫছणਆ්ࠜۜݡୀକ߫՚଼
ܑߧু֜ۀনଲઢ(ۀuntied) Թࢳ12)ࠜಀଞߦճ, 2001ڂ֫ճੲଡ
վඝࢭ଼ۗ.13)
ֻ߇يण֜ুনԧ֝ଭլ୪Թࢳଡోճଭตଘনଡڔଵ
଼ۀԧۀଭࢂଲ଼ࢂݡ׆֜ুনࠜՋंऀيୡଞߦण֜ুୡ14)
Թࢳ(Partially Untied ODA)්ࠜݡճߙැઉ්ܑಀଡࠬߛՓଲۗ.
DACছฎ֝݅ଲ୪ิׁଜր֜ুনࢫऀंୡण֜ুনվୡԹࢳࠜ
්ߧܑ࠙ݗݡܑಀ(Guiding Principles)ଠۗଣրԶۗ.

10) ୪ิׁଜଲޯվୡԹࢳ(ODA)״ౢ݊ଭׁଜ൪೬ԧෘۀՓଡ࠱
ۗ. ఼֜ୡଞߦ ۀ(mixed credit), ׁଜ(mixed financing), ଜୀ(joint financing),
ඌෘଜୀ(parallel financing) ۚ ۀށଵଭ ധՋ(single integrated transactions) ݊ ۗઑ ෴
ࠜ ౫՚ ۗܤ. ୪ิׁଜଭ ଠ ઑෛୡ ֜নऀࢂ(concessional component)ଲ ࣑ୡଞߦ
ॷيਓୡଞߦيणઑෛୡऀࢂրէܣઘ଼ઘଵऀۀށୢऀଭׁଜ൪೬ԧตր
ছ֜ুনଲ଼Ջंऀيୡଞߦण֜ুୡଲޭۀր, ઑෛୡୀׁଡੜۀՓଠֻէܤण
֜ুୡ ֜নऀࢂଡ ࢲੰ݅ଲ ۀՓଡ Սଞߦ ۗ ۀଲۗ. DAC Guiding Principles
paras.3-4.
11) Ԩச 5) ࢫ ऀߧఞ.
12) ण֜ুন վୡ Թࢳ(Untied ODA) ۀਓாୡଞߦ ࡦ݃ Թܑ֝ ࢫ OECD ฎ֝݅ߦऀഉଭ
ۜෂ૬ୀׁଡୀକ߫՚౦ंํ଼ۀఙւࡿۀށঃվࠜ࠱ۗ. ࠜࢲۀ
֝ ෮ছ णߦ ౢ ۀୀׁଡ  ۀՓܑ ण֜ুୡ(untied) Փଞߦ ࣭ۗ.
DAC Guiding Principles Guiding Principles para.5.
13) 2001ڂళଣيDACଭվୡԹࢳण֜ুฃ֫ճੲଠ2006ڂଲઘ2008ڂ7ଁౖ
୨ൡଲվඝܣતۗ. ଲଭౖथ֝րྡྷᶲᐘथ֝ଡ۩ঃଞߦ۶Փଠ2015גڂ
ֻ ࢯଭ ࡦ݃ ۚ ߦޭيծୡଞߦ ค۩් Փଡ ֫ճճ ଼ۗ. DAC Recommendation on
Untying ODA to LDCs and HIPCs, July 2008. ᯛᐴଠ <http://www.oecd.org/dataoecd
/61/43/41707972.pdf> ఞ.
14) ऀंୡଞߦण֜ুୡଲޭۀՓଠվୡԹࢳଭ֝ଭۜծઊॷਓঃվ֝ր
Ջଭࡦ݃Թܑ֝ଡඑ୪ܤଭ֝ԧఞ଼්՚ۀՓଡ࠱ۗ. DAC ܑ
ಀ ଼ઘছ ֜ুন վୡ Թࢳ(Tied ODA)ޯ ਓ୪ߦ ۀվ֝ଞߦऀഉ ࢄඨր લଡ ֜
࠻ܑߧ૬֜Ջي, վ֝րԹֻܑ֝ࢯࠤୡଞߦ୪֝ܤԧۜఞ଼්
՚ ۀఙւࡿ ۀށঃվࠜ࠱ۗ. DAC Guiding Principles para.5.

[2009]
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- റࡣઽ
- ॷบਕॷଭ శୠ
- ౢಅઊଭஜ
- ট০ԧ ڔଠඹߦ୫ൈ/ॷડծฏଭট
- Թࢳตրւ࣪ճছୁনࢫ݁ࢽ
- ֝୪Թࢳׁଜ֜׆ଭଜୀ
- ֝ଭլ୪Թࢳۚծ, ࠤׁঃฅߚۇ࠸՚୨
- ౖथ֝ଠକࠤՍଞߦ
- ࡦ࣐ۜւෘଭண
- Թࢳ୪ੲਏ ౦ं୨࣪ଭ୪վ
ֻ߇࢛ߦ ઘ ھԹࢳԧ ण֜ুୡଲޭՋंऀ يୡଞߦ ण֜ুୡ լۀ
վ֝ଲ֝՚୪ଭ්ࠜࢽࡣํࡣंݡ՚ۜఞԧୀգଲ଼֝ۀ
ԧࠜੵߙઉۗ. Թܑ֝֜ুୡଲՋंऀيୡଞߦण֜ুୡվୡԹࢳࠜ
୪վճୀۀฎ֝ଠDAC ଭୋ՚, ۗࠛDAC ฎ֝݅۩ැছۀDAC ଭ
ୋଡധ, ۜఞԧ්ୀգଲ଼ۀԹܑ֝ଡധ࣪ઉۗ.15)
ࠤޭيԧDAC ฎԧଡܪճվୡԹࢳࠜण֜ুনಀޭݗுෘ
ۗ֝୪լ୕ఝ(ICB)ଡฏ׆ୡଞߦߙہઉ්Փଲۗ. ট֝୪լ୕ఝր෮
ۜࢺਐଡࣦෘܣ, KOICA ࣭ऀছ֝୪լ୕ఝଡऋଲۀՓଡค۩්ෂ
૬ԧ଼ۗ. ֝୪լ୕ఝଲตրୡଲੴଠীָࡦծઊ16)ଭլֻۥনଡ
ࢤํॷบ֝ۜਏਆഗଡଲՋي୦෮ছ଼්ۜۗ.

3. ଵࢱծઊՍଭ ֜ন
෮୍ ۜ ୀ֜࠻ડࡿඇࢫ ޱൾଲ<www.pps.go.kr>ોߙ୲଼ۀ
ଵࢱծઊՍ(General Provisions for Contract, 2005.12.22 Թ୨)ଠ35Թාଞߦ
֜নܣઘ଼ۗ. ଲࠜඇଭঃֻࢫۇ׆ۗޭݗଣրԶଲڧيઘ࣮
଼ۗ.

15) Ibid., para.7.
16) ॷડׁઁଲ SDR70(10ઙ) ࢠ Սౠ ࢫ ׆ୀ୍ ఝ ඹߦ୫ൈଲՋي, SDR13(1.9ઙ
) ࢠറୀւߛ׆২ߚ(IRTC) ॷડଲଲ ැۗۥ.
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ծઊಀ
ැۀۥා

Scope, Definitions, Language, Computation of Time, Contract
Documents and Governing Priority

ծઊଭਓாୡ
ଲෘଡค࣪׆
ා

P-Bond, General Specifications, Warranty, Variation of Quantity,
Inspection, Drawings and Manufacturer's Instructions, Approval of
Manufacturing Drawings, Sub-Contract, Paintings and Protective
Coating, Packing and Identification, Packing List, Marking, Instruction
Manual, Patent, Price Control, Payment, Shipping Readiness

֝୪ծઊଭ
ଵࢱා

Liquidated Damages, Insurance, Delivery, Shipping Advice, Freight,
Submission of Transport Documents, Defaults, Force Majeure, Jurisdiction or
Arbitration, Refunds, Expenses, Governing Law, Interpretation and
Trade Terms

ଵࢱ֝୪ծઊ
णઘԧැઉ
්ා*

Damages, Confidentiality, Notice, Severability, Non-Waiver, Entire
Agreement, Modification

* ୨ऀծઊլֻۀনۗޭݗଣଭාଲԧܣઘઉ: ԧգଭୡ୨ন࣪ୋ,
ঃծ(set-off) ݊ ֜ঃࡿલଭଲෘ, ऀඨଭ ծুվׂ݊บুଭ ࣪ୋ݊

ଭۜୀ֜࠻ડࡿඇޱߧܤଵࢱծઊՍଡଵۚ‘ण֜ুন֝୪ࢄ
ඨ֜࠻ծઊ’ එਏ೮ۗճ ճ, ۗଣଭ ԧঃॷߢ ۩ ตրୡଞߦ ָଘ්
଼ۀੵੰ࣪ۗߦ׆.
<ॷ ߢ>
ࣜ ࠤۀޭيԹࢳฎ

ԧౖथ֝ଞߦंࠑࢠઋࠬॷડणԧ ઙ

ۜۀషۚಢඳഉ֗ଖਏডր ڂԩଭઽणࠜ୪վճୀۗ ࣭Սࠜ
ճޭݗण֜ুনվୡԹࢳ
ઉۀԧ ࠤޭيԧ

֫

ߦ්լֻծઊছࡿۀਈාଡۡੰ

ฎ֝ଲܣઘଲ߇Թࢳԧୀசෘாഉଲ࢛ߦ

ඝஜծઊছੲଡ݅ۗߦ׆ઘݪාଡଵࢱծઊՍଞߦඑਏ೯଼ۀԧ?
ण֜ুনԹࢳծઊଲ࢛ߦ׆ୀ୍ଭۜࢫਏডઽଡ߇ܭਝ֝୪լ୕
ఝ(ICB)ଲෑਕॷාଲܥՓଲۗ. ଲছۀୀ֜࠻ડࡿඇޱߧܤଵࢱծઊ
Սଡணਕଞߦ࣭Սծઊඑܣઘઉ්ාଡԩ߃՚ॼආ࣪ۗߦ׆.
* ࣐ߢ : - ۜଵࢱծઊՍଭාࡧডࡣ
ۥැාଲ࣭Սծઊෂ૬ۀށ୨ଡ૬ۀւಸࡖൈ
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o Scope (ୡ࣐)
"General Provisions for Contract shall apply to the procurement of
commodities and/or services to be purchased by the Public Procurement
Service, Government of the Republic of Korea."
- ۜଲ֜࠻ࢄۀඨࢫ/ۀށલୡ
୪ࡧଡPurpose(ࡧୡ)ߦ, ச఼ۀPPS(ۜ)

ࢳசୀ(KOICA)ߦԨԨࢭ

؛ճ, ࢳசୀԧࢠઋࠬ୨ऀ୪վࢄۀඨࢫલଡ֝׆ડଡඑ
Թܑ֝݅ଭୡգડ఼ࠜ۩ঃଞߦ֝୪լ୕ఝ(ICB) ࢺਐଞߦۜۀՓ
ଡ ࡧୡଞߦ 
o Definitions (୨ଭ)
"The following terms and abbreviations used herein shall have the
meanings as set forth below: Government, Supplier, Contractor, Commodity,
End-User, Month"
- ծઊ(Contract), վׂୀ(Supplier), ౖஂଲୀ(End-User) ݊ଭઘࠜ୨ଭ
࣭Սଭ఼֜ୡॷ୨࠸՚ಢඳഉ֗ଖਏড݊ଭઘࠜԧߦট୨
ճֻ۩୨ଭࠜٛࠨ
o Language (ચઘ)
- ծઊছࠑଭચઘۀઽઘߦಀଞߦ
ෂ૬
o Computation of Time (׆ԩծॺ)
- ኳ(calendar)ଡ ׆ஜଞߦ ճ, ׆ԧվิଵଲֻଲോُߦ
ෂ૬
o Contract Documents and Governing Priority(ծઊছࠑଭஂࠑୡ০)
- ఝছ, ୪ੲ૬ছ(RFP), ଵࢱծઊՍ, ઊॷා݊ଭୡ০ছࠜ୨
ॷੲۗޭݗઑծઊছࠑԧ଼ۀլෂ૬
o P-Bond (վॷଲෘ࣪ஹছ)
- վׂୀ, ਏվॷߦׁॷડणଭ10%ࠜվॷଲෘ࣪ஹছࠜ୪ౢಧ
ෂ૬
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o General Specifications (ࢄඨଭָգ)
- ࣭Սծઊଭࡧୡࢄඨࢫऀඨଭָգ(spec)ଡ׆২
ෂ૬
o Warranty (࣪ஹ)
- ࡧୡࢄଭඨாଡ࣪ୋୀ଼ࢄۀඨଠࢳசୀଭ૬֜֗ޭݗฅ·࣪
Ջي෮ׁଞߦࢱฅ
ෂ૬
o Variation of Quantity (ଵ୨߆)
"No variation in the quantity of any item called for by the contractor will
be accepted unless such variation results from conditions of loading,
shipping or packing, or allowance in manufacturing processes, and then
only to the extent as specified in the contract."
- վׂࢄඨଠॷ୨ଲઢۀ߆ଭ࣡ܛଲઢଣ
ෂ૬
o Inspection (ඨாՑॷ)
- ࢳசୀܤࠩܒۀՑॷଡট୨ඨாଡՑॷ՚ճ, ඨாࢠۜࢄඨଠ
ߡଡՋୣ଼්ଣ
ෂ૬
o Drawings and Manufacturer's Instructions (୪ୁܑࢫ୪ୁୀଭਏॷා)
- ࣭Սծઊଲ୪ୁܑଡෂ૬ߦۀլֻٛલଡ׆২
ॷੲޭݗෂ૬
o Approval of Manufacturing Drawings (୪ୁܑଭ)
- ୪ୁୢܑଭଡෂ૬ߦۀլࢳசୀ՚ী୨ऀࠜ୪ౢ
ॷੲޭݗෂ૬
o Sub-Contract (ׂܑ)
"No sub-contract shall be made by the contractor with any party other than
those who are described in the contract, as supplier or manufacturer for
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furnishing commodity contracted, without the written approval of PPS."
- ࢳசୀଭছܛଭԧઢۀծઊছঃଭਏվॷׂܑۀଡऄෛ
ෂ૬
o Paintings and Protective Coating (ܑআࢫ࣪࠭)
- ࡧୡࢄଭ୍ாܑޭݗআ࣪ۀށ࠭ଞߦళࠤ
ෂ૬
o Packing and Identification (එୋࢫਐ)
- එୋଠౢଞߦճ, ծઊ࣌, ౖஂଲୀଭଲࠝଡऋହ
ॷੲޭݗෂ૬
o Packing List (එୋࡣপছ)
- එୋۚߦֻٛࢄଭࡣপ୍ࠜ׆షऀ
ॷੲޭݗෂ૬
o Marking (ඝਏ)
- එୋٛࢄଡଵ୨૬ߡଞߦඝਏ
ॷੲޭݗෂ૬
o Instruction Manual (ড౿ࢫॷডࡣছ)
- ࡧୡࢄࢫֻऀඨଭড౿, ॷଡডࡣছࠜୁন୪վ
ෂ૬
o Patent (ෛ)
- ਏվॷࢳۀசୀԧ୍֫ಅැଭథହଡੴܑߧ࣪ୋ
ෂ૬
o Price Control (ԧգധ୪)
"The contractor shall guarantee that the stated price does not exceed the
regular price and that such price is not higher than that charged by other
buyers similarly situated. Violation of this clause will entitle PPS to
rescind the contract and/or to claim a refund for the excessive price paid."
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- ਏվॷۀծઊԧգଲ୨ঃԧգଡٱੴଣଡ࣪ୋ
ෂ૬
o Payment (۩ׁׂ)
- ࢳசୀۀୋࢳෘࢺ࣑ଞߦ۩ׁଡׂ
ୋଲଭׂࢺܑ࣑ࠬߛ්ෂ૬଼ଣ
o Shipping Readiness (ࡧୡࢄଭটୡ)
- վׂୀۀটୡஜणԧߦ۩ۀيفளԨࢳசୀ՚ധ࣪
ॷੲޭݗෂ૬
o Liquidated Damages (ৃැࢼঃઁଭુ୨, ఼ঃׁ)
- ࡧୡࢄଭܑ·ড౿ԧܥլী୨׆ஜৃࠛݗැࢼঃઁଡׂ
఼ঃׁॣੰޭۍଵࢱୡৃැࢼঃ(Damages)۩ָ୨ܑෂ૬
o Insurance (࣪)
- ࡧୡࢄܑՍଲ CIFլࢱ݁ਏ࣪ଡ݅ઘઉ
ෂ૬
o Delivery (ࡧୡࢄଭܑ)
- ࡧୡࢄଭܑۀծઊ୨ࢺ࣑ଞߦটୡଡܦ
ෂ૬
o Shipping Advice (টୡധ)
- ෂ૬୨୍࣪ࠜ׆টୡԹਏധছࠜࢳசୀ՚ୢۀށ൫ਆߦऀ
ෂ૬
o Freight (ହ)
- ହଠվׂୀ՚ऄ
ॷੲޭݗෂ૬
o Submission of Transport Documents (ছࠑଭ୪ౢ)
- վׂୀۀী୨ଭটୡছࠑࠜ݊׆ාվඇଞߦࢳசୀ՚ऀ
ෂ૬
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o Defaults (తࡿऄଲෘ)
- ਏվॷԧী୨׆ଵٛࡧୡࢄଡܑࢳசୀۀծઊଡැ୪·ැ
଼්ଞ, P-Bondࠜࡪ౫
ෂ૬
o Force Majeure (ऄԧාߚ)
- ਏվॷଭധ୪࣐࣒ࠜઘٍॷକߦࡧୡࢄଡܑլ఼ঃׁ
׆ৃැࢼঃ, P-Bondଭࡪ౫ࠜۥੰۍ
ծઊଭଲෘଡ෮ୠํյޯ՚ۀऄԧාߚୡॷࠜ۳ୀপํָ
୨්ෂ૬଼ଣ
o Jurisdiction or Arbitration (୍ൡւ්ۀށண୍)
- ॷۥୀԩଭं୕ଡ୍ൡଞߦැէۀլண୍ଭଭԧ଼ۀլ
ࢳசୀ՚କࠤ௬ଞߦԧটָ୨ܑߧ
o Refunds (ฅऄ)
"Whenever the bidder receives from his/her supplier a discount, adjustment
credit and /or refunds, he/her will notify promptly PPS's Administrator of
the amount of money received and the date of receipt and will make
refunds thereof to PPS."
- ఝୀԧվׂୀߦऀഉ්ۀށฅऄଡࢲଠլࢳசୀ՚ੵࠤճࢲଠ
ׁઁଡฅऄ
ॷੲޭݗෂ૬
o Expenses (լण)
- ਏվॷԧ֝ছլणࠜౢլֻׁઁଠծઊׁઁଡొր්ઢ
ଣ
ॷੲޭݗෂ૬
o Governing Law (ஜՋ࣑)
- ஜՋ࣑ଠ࣑֝
ෂ૬
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o Interpretation and Trade Terms (ࡿલՋՍଭැজ)
- ࢳசୀਏվॷԩծઊছଭැজଲۗࠜլࢳசୀଭଭեଡ࠙ݗճ
ࡿલՋՍଠINCOTERMSଭ׆ஜଭ17)
ෂ૬
࣭ՍՋࠜตրୡଞߦָଘ׆ැছۀଭාԧۗଣා݅
ܑଵࢱծઊՍඑਏ೯ෂ૬ԧ଼ۗճ࣭ۗ.
o Training and Education (֗ଖผߛ)
࣭ՍրԶଲ֗ଖਏডଡ୪վۀլۀ୨ঃԧܛෂ૬֗ଖผߛଡ
ࢱ݁ਏඑਏಯઉ
o Damages (ৃැࢼঃ)
࣭Սծઊࢱਏࢳசୀԧଠਓ୪ࢫৃැઁଡׂܑߧ
ծઊଭ ଲෘ ୢଡ  ්׆ෂ૬ ଼ଣ. ۗ, ࣎ୡ ৃැࢼঃ(Punitive
Damagesۀ୪
o Confidentiality (णࢤକଭࡿ)
࣭ՍրԶଲషۚ׆২րਏডଡ୪վۀլֻۀւߛܤઽડणࢤր
ۀڋणࢤߦճ, ࢳசୀଭॷୢܛଭԧઢۀ୪3ୀ՚କౢ්
ઢܑߧ
o Notice (ധ)
࣭Սծઊଭଲෘෂ૬ޮళധࢺ࣑ଡঃপํ׆২
o Severability (ծઊଭंࠤԧۇন)
ծઊଭଵऀԧࡿਈॷ୨ଞߦࡿต·౫ীԧܣ۳ޭܑࡉيාଠକต
o Non-Waiver (ऄඑ)׆
ࢳசୀԧծઊঃଭ֫ࠤࠜෘॷੴۗۀճ֫ࠤࠜඑۀ׆Փଠੰے

17) ࡿલՋՍ ւ ۀՋଭ ુ ઢଲ ICCଭ INCOTERMS 2000ଡ ୡճ ැজ් ݡଭ
׆ஜଞߦ ॿճ଼ۗ.
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o Entire Agreement (ୢծઊ)
֜ܪஹՋࠜࢼ୪࣭ۗۀාଠஜՋ࣑ଡ࣑֝ଞߦۀଲঃऄෂ૬
o Modification (ծઊଭ࣡լ)
ծઊଭ࣡լւָ୨ଲෂ૬
o Supply of Parts (ऀඨଭੲ୨ୡվׂ)
վׂୀ࣭ۀՍ׆ୀ୍ଭऀඨଡծઊஂ߹บܑঃ׆ۥԩੲ୨ୡଞߦվ
ׂߦ׆

. է  ߨ
ࠤޭيԧԹܑ֝վୡԹࢳ්ࠜ֝ݡ୪լ୕ఝࢺਐଞߦण֜ুন֝
୪ࢄඨ֜࠻ծઊଡ఼էճୀۗ߇լଭࠜڕճਏ࢘ߑଲଡැԧ
ෂ૬ծઊছාրऄෂ૬ාଡਆࠤۀەՓଲࢭޱۗ. ଵࢱծઊ
Սଠࢄඨ֜࠻ॣੰޭۍՍডલ׆ۀށ২લ୪վଭլܑਏ࢘ߑଲଡ
ැ࣪ୁনۀՓଲตրୡଲۗ.
ծઊছଭ ֜ ۀծઊ఼էଭ ॷۥୀ ُே, ָ ࠜ׆ܛ୨ ୢࢂ(Preamble,
Recitals)րଵࢱծઊՍ(General Conditions), Ս(Special Conditions) ֻࠤ
ճඝ(Schedule), షऀࢂছ(Exhibit, Appendix)ߦܣ, ଵࢱծઊՍଠࠤ౸ଲ
ծઊଡಟൈߩ଼්࣐ۀٛছߧܑܣԩۚࡣ߹՚ୁনۀՓଲࢭޱ
ۗճ࣭ۗ. ٤֝୪լ୕ఝఞॷۥۀୀԧசߦԹܑ֝ଭॷડ఼
ছ࣑ࠔणଡଲ݅ଵઢۗ܁ۀׁגKOICAԧ఼է֝୪ծઊଲण֗
ୡۚ০઼ճஜՋ࣑ଡ࣑֝ଞߦࢂݡ׆ଲۗ.
ছॼආ࣭ࢠઋࠬଭԧঃॷߢଭլુಟ۩ੰ૽ॺॷ۩କճॷ
ߦࢠઋࠬ۩ැ֝୪ॷฎଭ୪୍ԧԧැாլ࣭ՍՋԧணۚܥ
ࢯઢଡՓଲۗ. ଲָࠜଘ׆ැছࢳۀசୀԧծઊۥਏୢ෬ુঃ්ઢ
તճ ധ୪්  ઢॷ ۀ ۩ැছ ۀథହଡ ۗ ۀऄԧාߚ(Force Majeure)
ාଲଵࢱծઊՍଞߦࢱ݁ਏඑܣઘઉଡੵ଼ۗ.
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էߨୡଞߦվୡԹࢳծઊ଼ઘছܑվ֝ଲଵࢺୡଞߦୁনଵࢱծ
ઊՍଡୡ࣑՚එਏ೯଼ଞي, DAC ܑಀޭݗծઊଲෘࢫէրଭ
റࡣনଡค࣪ճԺւୡॷบඌԧԧԧߧܑۇැઉ්Փଲۗ. ఼֜ୡଞߦۀ
ᤢᑌծઊছ Զଠ ২ ࢫ ࣪ୋ(Representations

and

Warranties),

ছઊ

(Covenants) ාଡۀܪՓଲծઊছࠜԩۚํ଼්ઘࠤୡଲޭճԨ
ۗ.18) ુಟ۩ছॼආ࣭ଵࢱծઊՍ଼ઘছۗী׆২ୡٛଡඑ
 ۀVariation of Quantity(ଵ୨ ߆), Inspection(ඨாՑॷ), Drawings and
Manufacturer's Instructions(୪ୁܑ ࢫ ୪ୁୀଭ ਏॷා),

Approval of

Manufacturing Drawings(୪ୁܑଭ ), Sub-Contract(ׂܑ), Paintings and
Protective Coating(ܑআ ࢫ ࣪࠭), Packing and Identification(එୋ ࢫ ਐ),
Packing List(එୋࡣপছ), Marking(ඝਏ), Instruction Manual(ড౿ࢫॷডࡣছ)
݊ଭාࡧଠվׂୀۀށਏվॷ, լޭݗছࢳۀசୀԧ২ճ࣪ୋՋي
ছઊָۀ୨ଞߦ݅ઘಧଲਆࢭଲಧଲਆߦծઊছඑਏ೯଼ଡՓଲ
ۗ.19)
ੰ߇ পծଠෘ(IBRD)ଲੰ يਏੰԹࢳଠෘ(ADB)ր Զଠ ֝୪ׁଜߨࢄ ۀ֜׆
Թࢳଭլଲଠࢠ֝, ଵ࣭, EU ฎ֝݅ଭඝஜฃܤծઊছࠜఞܣ
ࠤۜޭيଲيKOICAԧౠୡࡦ࣐ւෘ(best practices)ܑࢂฃծઊ
ছָ୨ۀՓଲஅଡՓଲۗ.

18) ଵࢱծઊՍվׂୀ, ਏվॷ, ࢳசୀߦ২ࢫ࣪ୋ, ছઊාଡܪճ, ુࠜ݅ઘۗଣր
Զଲ ָ୨ܥՓଲۗ.
 վׂୀۀDAC ܑಀࢄޭݗඨଡվ଼්ׂۀୡգ֝ԧ(eligible country)ডࠩܣ
તճծઊଡ఼էճ ଲෘ଼්ߚۇࠤ֫ۀଡԴճ଼ଣଡ ২ۗ(Representation of
capacity).
  վׂୀ ۀծઊଲෘ ր୨ছ ࡧୡࢄଭ ߆ଲ ࣡ܣܛ ੰ ්ۍՓହଡ ࣪ୋۗ(Warranty of no
variation in quantity).
  ਏվॷࢳۀசୀଭॷୢছܛଭԧઢۀծઊঃଭ, ֫ࠤ, ଭࡿࠜ୪3ୀ՚ઑܑ
ੴଡ Փହଡছઊۗ(Covenant of no assignment).
19) ࣭ Representations and Warranties, Covenants ාଠ ઽࢠ࣑ଡ ஜՋ࣑ଞߦ ֝ ۀ୪Ջ
ծઊছছ࣮ي଼તଞي, ૈُہޭيࠤۀছܑ׆২ୡଲճॷਓୡॷාଡָଘ
׆M&Aيඹߦ୫ൈׁଜծઊছ, ॷડਓਏઊছ݊ୀச݊ୋճ଼ۗ. জֈ෮,
“֝ٛ׆ડଭැఙଭਓࡿ࣑ୡࢂ୪”, ֝୪ॷ࣑ր֝୪ী ୪1֫, ࢮઽॷ, 2001,
582. ਓࢱۀ২·࣪ୋଡՋୁي·ऀୁଭছઊଡࢱۀՓଠնࢭߦతࡿऄ
ଲෘ ॷକ(events of default)ԧ ࢂݡ׆ܣֻ ตրܑঃํۥԳߚ ඇଲۗ.
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How to Standardize the International Procurement
Contract for the Purpose of Facilitating Untied
Official Development Assistance

*

Park, Whon-Il
20)

Recently the Korean government is increasingly required to provide more
official development assistance (ODA) to less developed countries in proportion
to its economic growth. Korea's proposed admission to the Development
Assistance Committee (DAC) under the Organization for Economic Cooperation
and Development has propelled the implementation of untied aid based on the
international competitive bidding (ICB) recommended by DAC.
In general, ODA is actually implemented by the government agency, i.e., the
Korea International Cooperation Agency (KOICA) in Korea, which makes and
enters into an international agreement with a supplier to procure the goods,
services or construction for a host country. In this regard, standardized
agreements are believed to facilitate the ODA process.
This article examines the following issues:
- While the ODA agreements are executed by the government agency, is it
obliged to comply with the Act relating to an Agreement with the State as
one Party, and KOICA's internal regulations?
- Is the General Conditions of Contract (GCC) apt to be standardized and
useful in performing ODA agreements?
- What should we do when GCC amounts to general terms and conditions, and
do the DAC guiding principles function as the controller of general terms?
* Associate Professor of Law at Kyung Hee University.
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It is advisable to screen and elect the necessary provisions out of a number
of contracts in the past when untied aid is implemented by means of
international competitive bidding.
In principle, the agreement can be structured by the contract form with
preamble, general conditions of contract, special conditions of contract and
necessary schedules, exhibits and/or appendices, as simple and concise as
possible insofar as the contract is legally under control. As a matter of fact, the
general conditions of contract is guided by DAC principles by ensuring the
performance of the contract, and transparency of the outcome. In this
connection, it is necessary to refer to the best ODA practices of advanced
countries and international financial institutions like the World Bank as well as
the Public Procurement Service and KOICA in Korea.
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< ऀߧ >

OECD DAC ܑಀ
OECD Թࢳฎ(DAC)ۀ1987ڂ4ଁ24ଵฎ֝ଲ୪ิׁଜ(Associated Financing)
ր ֜ুন ࢫ ऀंୡ ण֜ুন վୡ Թࢳ(Official Development Assistance:
ODA)ࠜ୪վ්ޭݗݡઉ්ܑಀ(Guiding Principles)ଡۗଣրԶଲత઼
ۗ.21)*

. ୢ ࢂ
1. DAC ฎ֝݅ଠࡿલՋԧմ(distortion)ܥଡැઉۗۀ
ෂ૬নଡ୨ճ୪ิׁଜր֜ুনࢫऀंୡण֜ুন(Tied and Partially
Untied) վୡԹࢳ(ODA)ԧౖটୡԹࢳࡧඝଭۜনଡోճվ୨
Ջլ୕(fair trade competition)ऀܦଡคছଲࠜੰ
Զଠ ܑಀଡ తۗ. ଲ߇ ಀଠ վୡԹࢳଭ ࡦ࣐ॷߢ(good
practice)ুࢫࡿલՋଭմଲ଼ۀլۀํண૬ন
ଡԴۗۀ.

. ઘଭ ୨ଭ
2. վୡԹࢳޯ୨ऀ, ୀ఼݊ଭվୡ׆ւֻۀށଭுෘ׆ւଲԹࢳܑঃ
֝୪վۀୀ(resources)ଞߦۗଣ૬Սଡ౦ۀՋࠜ࠱ۗ.
) Թܑ֝ଭլ୪Թࢳࢫ࣫ஹଡசࡧܤୡଞߦւࠤܥՓ
) নாଲઑෛୡ(concessional)ଲճୡઘܑ25% ଲঃଲࡿঃ(grant element)
ଞߦ୪վܥՓ. ֻծॺ଼ઘছ්ଘଠ10%ߦۗ.
* See full text at <http://www.oecd.org/dataoecd/10/8/31775636.pdf> or attachment hereof.
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3. Թܑ֝րଭ୪ิׁଜ(Associated Financing)ଲޯ࣑ࠔঃॷۀށਓঃۗଣண
ܪԧଲঃଲէܤՓଡ ࠱ۗ.
) վୡԹࢳ
) ౖী25% ଲঃଭࡿঃଲඑࢯֻܤଭվୡ(Other Official Flows)
) վୡଞߦۀܣౢ, 25% ଲٛଭࡿঃ(grant element)ଲඑࢯֻܤଭ
վୡ׆ୀׁ
4. ୪ิׁଜଭՋۀ(mixed credit), ׁଜ(mixed financing), ଜୀ
(joint financing), ඌෘଜୀ(parallel financing) ۚ ۀށଵଭ ധՋ(single
integrated transactions) ݊ۗઑ෴ࠜ౫଼්ۗ. ֻଭசܤনଠઑෛୡ
֜নऀࢂ(concessional component)ଲ࣑ୡଞߦॷيਓୡଞߦيणઑෛୡऀ
ࢂրէܣઘ଼ઘणઑෛୡଲՋيઑෛୡऀࢂଭۀށيୢ఼ଭׁଜ൪೬
ԧตրছ֜ুনଲ଼Ջंऀيୡଞߦण֜ুୡଲޭۀՓଲ, ઑෛୡୀׁ
ଡੜۀՓଠֻէܣઘ଼ۀण֜ুୡ֜নऀࢂଡࢲੰ݅ଲۀՓଡՍଞ
ߦۗۀଲۗ.
୪ิ(association) ٛ‘ॷਓঃଭ’ է(linkage in fact)ଡէ୨଼ઘছۀ
ࠜࢲ׆ۀւրச׆ۀւॷଲଭणվਐୡઑැॷාଲ଼ۗۀ, ֻࠤճվ֝
ଲվୡԹࢳࠜෘଞߦਭׁଜ൪೬ࠜࢲੰ݅ଲܑߧߙۀଭܑԧ଼ۗۀ
ଡ౦ंํճߙઉۗ.
5. ण֜ুনվୡԹࢳ(Untied ODA)ۀਓாୡଞߦࡦ݃Թܑ֝ࢫOECD ฎ֝
݅ߦऀഉଭۜෂ૬ୀׁଡୀକ߫՚౦ंํ଼ۀఙւ(loans) ࡿۀށ
ঃվ(grants)ࠜ࠱ۗ. ࠜࢲۀ֝෮ছणߦౢۀୀׁଡ
ۀՓܑण֜ুୡ(untied)Փଞߦۗ.
ऀंୡण֜ুনվୡԹࢳ(Partially Untied ODA)ॷۀਓঃվ֝րਓா
ୡଞߦࡦ݃Թܑ֝ଡ࠷ޭۀ୪֝ܤԧߦऀഉࢄඨրલଡ֜࠻ܑߧܣઘ
଼ۀఙւࡿۀށঃվࠜ࠱ۗ.
ܑ࣭ಀ଼ઘছ֜ুনվୡԹࢳ(Tied ODA)ۀਓ୪ߦۀվ֝ଞߦऀ
ഉࢄඨրલଡ֜࠻ܑߧܣઘ଼Ջۀށيଭऀंୡण֜ুনվୡԹࢳ
ාࡧ׆২ॷܤාଲࠤୡଞߦ୪ۜܤఞԧୀգଡ࣪சۜۀ
ઑਐ(procurement modalities)ଡޭݗઉۀఙւࡿۀށঃվࠜ࠱ۗ.
6. ۗଣଭՋॷۀਓঃ֜ুনଲ଼Ջंऀيୡण֜ুনଲ଼ۗճۗ.
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 ֝րվ֝ॷଲֻ߇ตրࠜԧ୲ૈۀվਐۀށणվਐଭઑැԧ଼ۀ
լ
 Թࢳฎվୡౢಅւઊ(Arrangement on Guidelines
for Officially Supported Export Credits) ఞԧ֝ଲֻ߇֜ুনंऀۀށୡण֜ু
নՋԧۗܤճൡ଼්ۚۀՋւෘଡඑۀլ. ઘׁھଜՋଭ
୨ଭ࣐එۀܣঃۥଭࢂଲ଼ۀլۀվ֝ଲֻ߇ւෘଲण֜
ুୡଲޭՋंऀيୡଞߦ֜ুୡଲޭۀசୋଡஹۀஹՋࠜ୪ਏઉۗ.
7. ઘھՋԧण֜ুୡଲޭՋंऀيୡଞߦण֜ুୡଲޭճ׆ැছۀվ֝ଲ
֝՚୪ଭ්ࠜࢽࡣํࡣंݡ՚ۜఞ්ୀգଲ଼֝ۀԧࠜੵߙઉ
ۗ. Թܑ֝ছଭۜଡਢࡿԹࢳଜୀଭण֜ুনւઑැԨছ(Memorandum
of Understanding on Untying of Bilateral Development Loans in Favor of Procurement in
Developing Countries)ंऀޭݗୡଞߦण֜ুୡվୡԹࢳࠜ୪վճୀۀ
ฎ֝ଠԹࢳฎ(DAC) ଭୋ՚, ֻࠜށധۗࠛDAC ฎ֝݅՚,
ۜఞԧ්ୀգଲ଼ۀԹܑ֝ଡധ࣪ઉۗ.

. ܑಀ

1)

8. ฎ֝݅ଠ୪ิׁଜր֜ুনࢫऀंୡण֜ুনվୡԹࢳԧԧ۩ౖۇ
ଞߦറࡣ(transparency)՚ଲ߿ઘ୲ઉଡคۗ.
9. ฎ֝݅ଠঃԩԹୡ୪ิׁଜր֜ুনࢫऀंୡण֜ুনվୡԹࢳ
Ջ۩ծুॷบਕॷ(ex post examination)ࠜۗߦ׆.
10. ฎ֝݅ଠషվୡౢಅւઊଭָ୨2) ࢱۀ,3) ୪ิׁଜր
֜ুনࢫऀंୡण֜ুনվୡԹࢳՋଭઊ୨ଡੰۗߦ׆ۍ.
1) ୪ิׁଜଭլۀվୡԹࢳଭ૬ীࠜඑՋ۩୪9ාٛ୪17ාଲୡ
ۗܤ.
2) ෛ ԧ ۇઑෛଭ ౖୠܑ(minimum permissible concessionality level) ւ ઊଭ ָ
୨ࢫֻଭծॺଠODAଭ୨ଭيODA ׂࢫઊ୨ଭ࣪ճઽේଡࢠ౿ੰۗۍ: ODA
 ু ۀՓଠ්ଘଡ 10%ߦ ծॺࡿঃվ ऀंଲ 25%්ۜ ऀݡഉଲ, ODA ઊ
୨ଭ ࡿঃվऀंܑ10% ්ଘଡୡ઼ଡ ݡծুֻ߇ծॺଲ କܣઘઉۗ.
3) ୪ิׁଜՋଭ վୡ Թࢳ ැंऀ ۀۥଲ ૈߦ ׆২ߚ(technical cooperation)
ଞߦ֜নܤլۀ୪ۗܤ. ۗ, ׆২ߚऀंଲୢ఼୪ิׁଜՋԧ౿ଭ3% ଲށ
 ۀ1ࢽۜ߇ଲ ணٗଠ௬ ুઉۗ.
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11. ฎ֝݅ଠ୪ิׁଜր֜ুনࢫऀंୡण֜ুনվୡԹࢳࠜট০ԧڔଠ
ඹߦ୫ൈࢫԹࢳ׆ஜޭݗண՚ඌԧॷܤડծฏ୨ܑߧઉۗ.
12. ܑಀଡਏෘ଼ઘছฎ֝݅ଠۗଣॷාଡஜۗߦ׆.
) 1987ֻࢫڂଲบ૬֜ܛۀܣੲۗࠛDAC ฎ֝ࢫOECD ॷࡿ֝۩(a)
୪ิׁଜ, (b) ࡿঃվऀंଲ50% ࢠ֜ুনࢫऀंୡण֜ুনODA, ֻࠤճ
(c) (b)ۗࠛլۀվୡԹࢳԧ“࠻ಈ”ଞߦॷુۀܣୡՍଡ
එࡿঃվऀंଲ50% ଲঃ֜ুনࢫऀंୡण֜ুনODAଭ
ୀׁଡࢲۀඹߦ୫ൈࢫॷડծฏଡট୨ճডծ්ݡଲࠜࠩճୡ
්Փ
) ୪ิׁଜր֜ুনࢫऀंୡण֜ুনվୡԹࢳଭୀׁଡࢲ۩ۀඝୡ
ඹߦ୫ൈࢫॷડծฏ۩Թࢳตրԧۀু֜ߧܑيՓଲઝࠬيตր
ԧ଼ۀ൞ੱճ, ඌԧէրࠜ୨׆ୡDAC ୪ิׁଜࠤख՚୍݊ۀశୠ
ॷบඌԧࠜਓਏ්Փ
) Թࢳଭׁଜւਓࡿୁડࢱ(Working Party on Financial Aspects of
Development Assistance) ఞԧ֝ଭ૬ޭݗԧࡿۀށઁۇલՋଭմଡ
ൡ଼්ܑۚߧ୪ิׁଜଲু֜يনंऀۀށୡण֜ুনվୡԹࢳଭ
ୀׁଡࢲଠԹୡඹߦ୫ൈࢫॷડծฏ۩శୠ࣪ճছࠜୁন
්Փ. ࣪ܛճছۀඹߦ୫ൈট୨ࢫඌԧୣఙࠜඑਓࡿୁડࢱଲࠬߛ׆
ஜୁޭݗনܣઘઉۗ. ࣪ܛճছۀ૬ଡࢲୁߦ۩ۀন୨׆ୡDAC
୪ิׁଜࠤख՚୍ઉۗ.
) ૬ઊ࣪ճছۀDAC ୪ิׁଜࠤखছۗࠁۗଣԹౖۀܣDAC ճׂฎۡ
୪ౢઉۗ.
13. վୡԹࢳଭୀׁଡࢲଠࡦ݃ඹߦ୫ൈॷડծฏଭԹࢳট০(developmental
priority)ࠜਕॷ଼ઘছۗଣॷාଡண૬՚ճߙઉۗ. ฎ֝݅ଠ୪ิ
ׁଜࡿۀށঃվऀंଲ50% ࢠ֜ুনࢫऀंୡण֜ুনվୡԹࢳଭ
ୀׁଡࢲۀඹߦ୫ൈॷۀށડծฏଭԹࢳট০ࠜਕॷ්ۗݡଣॷා
ํசଭઉۗ.
) ֝ଭׁଜࢫլ୪ծฏண֜׆ଭଡࢲଠറୀଭଵऀ, վୡౢծฏଭ
ଵऀଵՓ
) ۩୨(international aid coordination arrangements)ଭଵฅଞߦਕॷࠜࢲՋ
يଵࢱୡଡࢲଡՓ
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) ֝୪Թࢳׁଜ֜׆ଭଜୀ෴ߦଲ߿ઘாՓ
) ֝୪Թࢳׁଜࠛۗي֜׆DAC ฎ֝ଲଡճߙ઼ՋيԹࢳট০ԧٗ
ۗۀଲକߦଡՋୣஹՋԧ଼ۀլۀඹߦ୫ൈࠜਕॷ්ݡச
ଭࠜ׆ଵՓ
14. ฎ֝݅ଲԹԹܑ֝ଲيԹֻܑ֝ࠄଭॷ୨࠸՚ॷੲߦଭՍଡ୨
ܑߧDAC వଭଵࢱՍ(DAC Recommendation on Terms and Conditions of
Aid)ޭݗฎ֝݅ଠ୪ิׁଜଭՍଡ֝ଭլ୪ঃจ, Թࢳۚծ, ࠤׁঃฅ
ߚۇ࠸՚୨ઉۗ.
15. ଲ߇ଵࢱಀޭݗ୪ิׁଜଲু֜يনंऀۀށୡण֜ুনվୡԹࢳ
ԧକફଲ୨ౖथ֝(LDC)࣐ۀܣছฎ֝݅ଠՋԧକࠤՍଞ
ߦଲ߿ઘܑߧ࣪ୋۗ. ฎ֝݅ଠլ୪ॷ୨ଲஅଠԹܑ֝ଭլۀୢ఼ODA
ඹߦֻଭଵऀߦছֻࠤճ୪10ා׆ޭݗ২ߚଲଭԹՋߦছ֜ুনࢫ
ऀंୡण֜ুনվୡԹࢳࠜॷՋي, ୪ิׁଜଡվୡԹࢳࠜॷ
ۀՓଡઙ୪ۗߦ׆.
16. ฎ֝݅ଠDACԧվୡԹࢳଭࡦ࣐ۜւෘ(Good Procurement Practices
for Official Development Assistance) ࢫֻඑܤઊ୨ॷා(undertakings)ଭண૬নଡ
୍คۗ.
17. ୪ิׁଜր֜ুনࢫऀंୡण֜ুনվୡԹࢳଭॷଡ୪ੲ଼ઘছౖ
۩റࡣনଡค࣪׆ํծઊէ୨ଡ׆ୢฎ֝݅ଠւࠤঃଭ୦ో
(contact points) ਏਆഗଡୡּଲճۗࠛฎ֝ଭ୨ඹߦ୫ൈ۩୪
ଭւ୨࣪૬౦ंํளԨୡଞߦฎ࣪ۗߦ׆.

. ധծ࣪ճ ւ ଭࡿॷා
18. ฎ֝݅ଠ୪ิׁଜր֜ুনࢫऀंୡण֜ুনվୡԹࢳࠜඑ࣪
ճਏਆഗ(Creditor Reporting System)ଭ૬֜ॷාଡ౦ंํளԨୡଞߦஜߦ׆ઊ
ুՓଡ୍คۗ. ํฎ֝݅ଠࡿঃۀށఙւઊ୨(ׁઁ, ఙւՍ, ֜ু
নऀࢫࡧୡଡࡣਏ)ছࡣُߦऀഉ2ଁଲٛa) ԹODA ࡿঃࢫఙւ
(୪ิׁଜॷઁׁۀܣଡࡣਏ), b) Թୡ׆վୡ(Other Official Flows)ଭ
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ࡿঃࢫఙւ(୪ิׁଜॷઁׁۀܣଡࡣਏ), c) ୪ิׁଜॷۀܣվୡଞߦ
ۀܣԹౢଡധ࣪ۗߦ׆. ࣪ճਏਆഗছ׆২ߚ
ઁଡ࣪ճۀՓଠ୪ิׁଜॷܣੴۀୀࢳୡଞߦۀՓଲۗ. 1
ۜ߇ࢠଭীઁࡿঃվۀ֝ߦֻծઁඝਏ଼්ۗ.

. ਕॷ ࢫ ඌԧ
19. ฎ֝݅ଠԹࢳଭׁଜւDAC ਓࡿୁડࢱଡധ୪ิׁଜր֜ুন
ࢫऀंୡण֜ুনվୡԹࢳւֻ݅ଭ୨థࢫւෘଡছ࠱ܑ
ಀޭݗ୨׆ୡଞߦਕॷ්Փܛଭۗ. ฎ֝݅ଠਕॷෂ૬୨థࢫୣ
ఙւ୨࣪ࠜ୪վճ, Թࢳฎଲंઉছతܤঅߦச૬୨థଡ
ധ࣪ۗߦ׆. ܑಀୀ఼ۀԨฎ֝ଭլणઘਕॷ۩ঃଲܥՓଲۗ.

. ౢ ࢫ ࣪ஹ ւ OECD ฎ֝ ࢫ
ౢ୨ఞԧ֝րଭ ߚ
20. ԹࢳଭׁଜւDAC ਓࡿୁડࢱଠࡿલฎଭౢࢫ࣪ஹ
ւֻࠄࢫվୡౢಅւઊఞԧ֝ଭւߛୁܤડଡࢤ՚
ୡճଲֻ݅ࠄଲ૬֜ߦ۩ۀߚۗߦ׆.
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857 ;i]X]b[ Df]bW]d`Yg

(Adopted by the DAC on 24 April 1987)

I. Preamble
1. Recognizing the need to avoid the risk of distortion of aid and trade, DAC
Members undertake to ensure that Associated Financing and Tied and
Partially Untied Official Development Assistance will promote priority
developmental objectives and be consistent with fair trade competition
and to this end adopt the Guiding Principles set out below. Most of these
principles constitute good practice for Official Development Assistance
generally but they are particularly important where there may be a risk
of aid and trade distortion.

II. Definitions
2. Official Development Assistance (ODA) is defined as those resources to
developing countries (and multilateral institutions) provided by official
agencies, including state and local governments, or by their executive
agencies, each transaction of which meets the following tests:
) It is administered with the promotion of the economic development and
welfare of developing countries as its main objective, and
) It is concessional in character and contains a grant element of at least
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25 percent. To calculate the grant element of an ODA transaction, a
10 1percent discount rate is used.
3. Associated Financing with developing countries associates in law or in
fact two or more of the following:
) Official Development Assistance;
) Other Official Flows with a grant element of at least 25 percent;
) Officially supported export credits, other official flows or other funds with
a grant element of less than 25 percent.
4. Associated Financing transactions may take various forms such as
"mixed credit," "mixed financing," "joint financing," "parallel financing," or
single integrated transactions. Their main characteristic is that the
concessional component is linked in law or in fact to the non-concessional
component, that either the non-concessional or the concessional component
or the whole financing package is in effect tied or partially untied and that
the availability of concessional funds is conditional upon accepting the
linked non-concessional component. In determining association or linkage
"in fact,"due consideration should be given to the existence of informal
understandings between the recipient and the donor authority and the
intention by the donor through the use of ODA to facilitate the acceptability
of a financing package.
5. Untied Official Development Assistance is defined as loans or grants
which are freely and fully available to finance procurement from
substantially all developing countries and from OECD countries. Funds
provided to finance the recipient's local costs are also defined as untied.
Partially Untied Official Development Assistance is defined as loans or
grants which are in effect tied to procurement of goods and services from
the donor country and from a restricted number of countries which must
include substantially all developing countries. For the purposes of these
Guiding Principles, Tied Official Development Assistance is defined as
loans or grants which are either in effect tied to procurement of goods
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and services from the donor country or which are subject to procurement
modalities implying limited geographic procurement eligibility other than
those described above under Partially Untied.
6. A transaction is defined to be in effect tied or partially untied if:
It is the subject of a formal or informal understanding to that effect
between the recipient and the donor country, or
It involves practices which the Development Assistance Committee and
the

Participants

in

the

Arrangement

on

Guidelines

for

Officially

Supported Export Credits may determine to result in such tying or
partial untying. In cases of substantial doubt as to whether a certain
financing practice falls within the scope of the above definition, the
donor country shall furnish evidence in support of any claim that such
a practice is untied or partially untied.
7. For a transaction to qualify as untied or partially untied, respectively, the
donor has to inform the recipient, at the time of the aid offer, clearly and
explicitly

of

the

countries

which

are

eligible

for

procurement.

In

accordance with the Memorandum of Understanding on Untying of

Bilateral Development Loans in Favor of Procurement in Developing
Countries,

Members

wish-ing

to

extend

Partially

Untied

Official

Development Assistance will notify the Chairman of the DAC, and through
him other DAC Members, of those developing countries which are eligible
for procurement.

III. Guiding Principles

1)

8. Members confirm that Associated Financing and Tied and Partially Untied
Official

Development

Assistance

should

be

the

subject

of

greatest

possible transparency.

1) As regards Associated Financing, paragraphs 9 to 17 apply to transactions containing an
element of Official Development Assistance.
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Members will continue the mutual ex post examination of individual
Associated Financing and Tied and Partially Untied Official Development
Assistance transactions.

10. Members

will

refrain

from

extending

commitments

of

Associated

Financing and Tied and Partially Untied ODA transactions which do not
comply2) with the rules of the Arrangement on Guidelines for Officially
Supported Export Credits set out in the Annex.3)
11. Members undertake to confine Associated Financing and Tied and
Partially Untied Official Development Assistance to priority projects and
programs which are carefully appraised against developmental standards.
12. In implementation of these principles, Members undertake:
) To establish and make available, during 1987 and subsequently as
required, to other DAC Members and the OECD Secretariat the
criteria for the selection and design of projects and programs
financed by (a) Associated Financing, (b) Tied or Partially Untied
ODA with a grant element of less than 50 percent, and (c) where
different from (b) above, Tied or Partially Untied ODA with a grant
element of 50 percent or more, including the exceptional conditions
under which ODA is being used for "matching";
) To conduct thorough ex post evaluations of representative selections of
projects and programs financed by Associated Financing and Tied and
Partially Untied ODA, including the effects of tying on development
effectiveness, and to make the results of the evaluations available for
the regular DAC Associated Financing Reviews;
2) Associated Financing transactions whose Official Development Assistance component
consists solely of technical cooperation are exempted from this rule, provided that the
technical cooperation component remains below 3 percent of the total value of the
Associated financing transaction or below $1 million, whatever is lower.
3) The Arrangement rules concerning the minimum permissible concessionality level and
its calculation affect neither the ODA definition nor the reporting of ODA disbursements
and commitments: the threshold for ODA eligibility remains a grant element of
25percent, calculated with a discount rate of 10 percent, and the grant element of ODA
commitments continues to be calculated using a 10 percent discount rate.
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) In response to a request by Members of the Working Party on
Financial Aspects of Development Assistance, to prepare thorough
reports on individual projects and programs financed by Associated
Financing or Tied or Partially Untied ODA to determine possible aid
or trade distortion. These reports shall be prepared in accordance
with criteria established by the Working Party which shall include
project selection and appraisal procedures. Such reports shall be
prepared promptly after the request has been received and be made
available for the regular DAC Associated Financing Reviews;
) A summary of the reports shall be submitted to the next DAC High
Level Meeting following the DAC Associated Financing Review at
which they were considered.
13. The following considerations are important in examining the developmental
priority of all projects and programs financed with ODA. Members
undertake to pay particular attention, when examining the developmental
priority of a project or program to be financed with Associated Financing
or Tied and Partially Untied Official Development Assistance with a
grant element of less than 50 percent, to these considerations:
) It is part of investment and public expenditure programs already
approved by the central financial and planning authorities of the
recipient country;
) It has been the subject of review and general endorsement in such
international aid coordination arrangements as may exist;
) It is being co-financed with an international development finance institution;
) Particular care will be applied in the examination of projects where
evidence exists that they had been considered and rejected by an
international development finance institution or another DAC Member
on grounds of low developmental priority.
14. In conformity with the DAC Recommendation on Terms and Conditions
of Aid, which stipulates that Members should relate the terms of aid on
a case-by-case basis to the circumstances of each developing country
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or group of countries, Members undertake to tailor also the terms of
Associated Financing to the economic situation, stage of development
and debt servicing capacity of the recipient country.
15. In line with this general principle, to the extent that Associated
Financing or Tied or Partially Untied ODA is provided to Least
Developed Countries(as defined by the United Nations), Members will
ensure that the transaction takes place on favorable terms. Members
undertake to restrain the use of Tied and Partially Untied ODA and of
ODA for Associated Financing incase of stronger developing countries,
both as a proportion of the total ODA program and, subject to paragraph
10, for individual transactions, apart from technical cooperation.
16. Members reconfirm the importance of the "Good Procurement Practices
for Official Development Assistance" approved by the DAC and the
undertakings contained therein.
17. In order to ensure full transparency in the proposed use of Associated
Financing and Tied and Partially Untied Official Development Assistance,
especially prior to contract decisions, Members will use the system of
con-tact points in their administrations actively and respond fully and
promptly to requests for information by other Members on aid offers for
particular projects.

IV. Statistical Reporting Requirements
18. Members reaffirm their commitment to comply fully and promptly with
the standard requirements of the Creditor Reporting System which
includes Associated Financing and Tied and Partially Untied Official
Development Assistance. In particular, Members will notify within two
months of the signature date of the grant or loan agreement (specifying
amounts, financial terms, tying status and purpose): a) individual ODA
grants and loans, specifying those used for Associated Financing; b)
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individual OOF ("Other Official Flows") grants and loans, specifying
those used in Associated Financing; and c) individual officially supported
export

credits

used

in

Associated

Financing.

Under

the

Creditor

Reporting System, reporting of technical cooperation grants is voluntary
unless they are used in Associated Financing. Low value grants (less
than $10,000) may be grouped for individual recipients.

ᚲ. Review and Appraisal
19. Members agree to review periodically, through the DAC Working Party
on Financial Aspects of Development Assistance, their policies and
practices concerning Associated Financing and Tied and Partially Untied
ODA against the Guiding Principles set out above. Members will provide
information on policies and procedures as required for the review and
will inform the DAC of any significant new policies adopted in this area.
The Guiding Principles themselves will be the subject of review in the
light of experience.

VI. Cooperation with the OECD Group on Export Credits
and Credit Guarantees and with the Participants
in the Export Credit Arrangement
20.

The

DAC

Working

Party

on

Financial

Aspects

of

Development

Assistance will follow closely relevant work of the Group on Export
Credits

and

Credit

Guarantees

of

the

Trade

Committee

and

the

Participants in the Arrangement on Guidelines for Officially Supported
Export Credits and cooperate with these Groups as required.

